PhD Leadership Development Program (LDP) Info Session

The PhD LDP is a competitive, 2-year program that develops high potential PhDs into future leaders within BASF.

LDPs complete three 8-month rotations (or one 3-month summer internship) across BASF sites, industries, and job functions, gaining a diverse skillset and expansive network along the way.

The LDP Value:

❖ Build YOUR unique resume, network, and brand
❖ Discover new opportunities within industry
❖ Develop your leadership skills

Interested in learning more?
Join us on August 6th, 2PM EDT to learn more about the program from current LDPs

REGISTER HERE

BASF…you make VHS tape, right?

BASF is the world’s largest chemical company, and in over 150 years of innovation we’ve had an impact on every major industry. Curious what we are up to these days? Sign up to receive invites to our technical seminar series, professional development activities, and more!

Ready to apply? See Posting HERE